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Abstract

The new family of Field Programmable Gate Arrays� CLI���� from Concurrent Logic Inc realizes the
truly Cellular Logic� It has been mainly designed for the realization of data path architectures� However�
introduced by it new universal logic cell calls also for new logic synthesis methods based on regularity
of connections� In this paper we present two programs� exact and approximate� for the minimization of
Permuted Reed�Muller Trees that are obtained by repetitive application of Davio expansions �Shannon
expansions for EXOR gates� in all possible orders of variables in subtrees� Such trees are particularly well
matched to both the realization of logic cell and connection structure of the CLI���� device� It is shown
on several standard benchmarks that the heuristic algorithm gives good quality results in much less time
than the exact algorithm�

� Introduction
There is recently an increased interest in logic synthesis using EXOR gates ���� ��� � ����� New technolo�

gies� PLD and FPGA� either include EXOR gates� or allow to realize them in �universal logic modules��
Exor circuits have smaller cost than inclusive 	AND
OR� circuits� They are always very easily testable
and have universal tests ��� ���� One way to realize EXOR�based circuits is through GRMs� The Gen�
eralized Reed�Muller �GRM� forms� which also include Reed�Muller 	RM� form ��� are canonical� All
literals in the RM form are positive� In GRM forms all variables are in a �xed form� i�e� each occurrence
of a variable in products of the form is either consistently positive or consistently negative� The problem
of �nding the minimal GRM form of optimal polarity ���� 	called also �xed�polarity Reed�Muller�� as
well as the problem of �nding the minimal Exclusive�OR Sum of Products 	ESOP� of a Boolean function
��� �� ���� are the classical ones in logic synthesis theory� Recently e�cient solutions have been proposed�
to ESOPs in ���� and to GRMs in ����� However� to our knowledge� with an exception of ���� and ����
there are no any programs to minimize multi�level 	more than three levels� circuits that use EXOR gates�

Recently several companies� including Concurrent Logic ��� and Algotronix brought to market a new
generation of FPGAs that can be called �cellular�� since the number of global connections for a cell is
very limited and most of the connections are only to the abutting cells� CLI chip is a rectangular array
of cells� such as one from Fig� �� The internal structure of the cell is shown in Fig� �� The basic cell of
CLI���� can be programmed to the two�input multiplexer 	A � B � C � B� and the AND�EXOR cell
	A � B � C� as two of its most e�cient combinational logic uses� This suggests using these cells for
tree�like expansions� The method outlined in this paper is particularly suitable for these new FPGAs for
which no special design methods have been yet proposed� These �cellular logic� devices require regular
connection patterns in the netlists resulting from logic synthesis�

The AND
OR factorization 	MIS II� creates irregular circuits that are hard to map to CLI���� cells�
ESOP factorization approach from ���� creates multi�level circuits that better utilize AND
EXOR cells
but are still irregular� This makes their routing to cellular logic devices 	speci�cally CLI����� extremely
di�cult and many cells are wasted while programmed as connections only� Several concepts of logic
synthesis for cellular logic using EXORs have appeared in past in the literature which may be used to
minimal implementations of binary and multiple�valued logic functions ��� �� ���� This paper presents
a new tree searching program which generates AND
EXOR tree circuits� The Permuted� Reed�Muller�
Tree 	PRMT� searching program presented here� REMIT �REed�Muller Ideally permuted Trees�� accepts
a completely speci�ed Boolean function in the form of an array of ON disjoint cubes as the input ����
After decomposing the function with respect to all input variables according to Davio Expansion the
program returns the exact PRM tree 	the tree structure that minimizes the cost function� � in version
REMIT�EXACT� or the quasi�minimum PRM tree � in version REMIT�

� Davio Expansions
Decomposition is commonly used in logic minimization� Using Shannon and Davio Expansions� the

decomposition is achieved step�by�step with respect to all input variables� This kind of decomposition
can be applied always� in contrast to other types of Boolean decompositions that are applicable to only
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some functions� and for which checking the decomposition possibility is very time consuming� The well�
known Shannon Expansion can be applied to decomposition with an EXOR gate ���� It is called Davio
expansion� and is de�ned as follows�
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� xi � fxi

	��
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where fxi
� f	x�� ���� xi � �� ���� xn� and fxi

� f	x�� ���� xi � �� ���� xn�� Let us observe that these expansion
formulas have been applied by several authors for the synthesis of GRM forms for completely speci�ed
functions ����� Davio ��� and Green ��� use them as a base of Kronecker Reed�Muller �KRM�� Pseudo�
Kronecker Reed�Muller �PKRM�� andQuasi�Kronecker Reed�Muller �QKRM� forms 	Green uses also trees
for better explanation�� If only rule � is used repeatedly for some �xed order of expansion variables� the
RM Trees are created� which correspond to RM forms after their �attening� If for every variable one uses
either rule � or rule �� the GRM Trees are created� from which GRMs are obtained by �attening 	which
proves in other way why there is �n of such forms�� If for every variable one uses either rule �� rule �� or
rule �� the KRM Trees are created� from which KRMs are obtained by �attening 	which proves in other
way why there is �n of such forms��

If rules �� � and � are used� but in each subtree there is a choice of a rule� the PKRM Trees are generated
from which PKRM forms are obtained by �attening� Now� if additionally we allow the expansion variables
to have various orders 	but the same in the entire tree�� one obtains the QKRM Trees� and QKRM
�attened forms� respectively� Allowing various orders of variables in subtrees creates an even wider
family of trees �������� called Permuted Trees� The trees based on expansion 	�� but with di�erent orders
of variables in subtrees will be called Permuted Reed�Muller Trees� They include RM Trees as special
cases when the same variable is used for expansion on the same level of the tree� This paper presents an
e�cient PRM tree searching method�

� Tree Search to �nd PRM Trees
For a given Boolean function� after using Davio Expansion to decompose with respect to variable xi�

the function will be divided into two parts� fxi
and 	fxi

� fxi
� � Both parts don�t contain variable

xi any more� The parts are connected by an EXOR�gate and an AND�gate� The AND�gate takes 	xi�
and 	fxi

� fxi
� as its two inputs� the EXOR�gate takes 	fxi

� and the output of the AND�gate as
its two inputs� For each part fxi

and 	fxi
� fxi

�� we use again Davio Expansion to decompose for
another variable� say xj� Both parts will be divided into another two parts� At each level of the tree the
process is repeated� until all variables are decomposed� The output of the original function f is the root
of the tree� At each level there can be di�erent input variables� This kind of decomposition is ideally
suited to regular array realization of combinational logic� such as one o�ered by �cellular logic� FPGAs�
In many experiments with multi�output functions we found that the shape of a tree is not a trapezium�
as it might be expected� but is closer to a rectangle� There are thus not many cells wasted for routing�

Even though every variable�s decomposition is according to the same form 	��� the variable decomposing
order still makes the results di�erent� The minimum PRM Tree is one that has the minimum regular
layout�related cost 	the weighted cost function takes many factors such as the total number of gates�
connections� shape� etc��� The PRM tree searching program introduced here can �nd the best variable
decomposing order and obtain the exact solution for functions of not more than  variables� The diagram
from Fig� � illustrates the search tree created to �nd the exact PRM Tree� This tree describes all
applications of Davio Expansion with respect to all possible variables in all subtrees� 	�� Suppose the
initial function has n variables� At the �rst level of the tree 	the root of the tree�� there is only one node�
which stores the cube set of the initial function� 	�� At the second level� there are �n nodes� Nodes of
each pair correspond to the two parts of the function from Davio Expansion� They are stored as sets
of disjoint cubes� 	�� To each node 	cube set� at the second level Davio Expansion is further applied to
decompose other variables as their parent node did� but the number of decomposing choices is less by
one than in the parent node 	because the number of choices is determined by the number of remaining
variables in the cube set�� 	�� At the third level� there are �n � 	n � �� nodes� 	�� Each node continues
the decomposing process until all variables are decomposed 	no more variable remains in the cube set��
	�� In the worst case� the tree has the maximum of n levels� At the last level there is a total of n� � �n

nodes�

� Exact PRM Tree Searching Algorithm
The goal of PRM tree searching in REMIT�EXACT is to �nd the best variable decomposing order

for PRM circuits� The best variable decomposing order will lead to the circuit having the smallest cost�
For achieving the best solution� we use full tree searching� Full tree searching searches the whole tree
to look at all possible combinations of di�erent variable orders in all subtrees independently� Various
cost functions can be declared� corresponding to costs of AND� OR� AND
EXOR gates� the numbers
of connections� etc� The memory�e�cient backtracking full�tree�searching algorithm with cut�o�s based
on costs is used� It generates only the solutions that are not more expensive than those previously
generated� The Decomposing Tree searching starts at the root� and the PRM Tree creating at the leafs�



Although backtracking allows to discard some obviously worse solution candidates� still a large tree has
to be searched�

� Heuristic Tree Searching
The heuristic algorithm� REMIT� uses certain heuristics to select the best expansion variable for every

subtree of the Decomposing tree� However� at certain levels of the tree all possible variable decomposing
orders for each branch are also checked� The variable selection rules are close to those presented in
���� ���� for instance one of the heuristics states that the variable that occurs most often in disjoint cubes
should be selected� The user has a number of parameters to control the depth and the type of a tree
at which the full searching is executed� For instance� he can request that when the sub�function in the
Decomposing tree has � variables� the full searching is executed for it�

� Evaluation of Results
The test results shows that� regardless how many input variables or how many input cubes� the full tree

searching always returns the best solution 	Table ��� I
N denotes the number of inputs� O
N � the number
of outputs� �AND gate � the number of AND gates� �EXOR gate � the number of EXOR gates� One
can see that this method is practical for less than nine input variables�

The heuristic tree searching is designed to solve larger functions� When input function has more than
nine variables� the full tree searching takes extremely long time� because the size of the tree increases
exponentially with the number of inputs� The tree searching time increases then also exponentially� For
example� for an eight�input function� the full tree searching takes ��� seconds but a nine�input function
may take up to eight hours� Thus� using full tree searching on high number input functions 	more than
nine variables� is not practical�

Our heuristic tree searching has rationally solved this problem 	Fig� ��� The result quality varies with
the di�erent initial functions� For some functions the heuristic tree searching will �nd the best solutions�
while for others the results from the heuristic tree searching are quite di�erent from the results of the
full tree searching� But all results fall obviously in an acceptable region of the best result 	Table ���

A comparison graph from Fig� � shows the searching time percentage when using the heuristic tree
searching compared with using the full tree searching� The decrease in searching time is very considerable�
The graph from Fig� � compares results 	cost for the AND�EXOR circuit�� It shows the cost increasing
percentage of the heuristic tree searching comparing with the full tree searching� In can be seen from
Fig� � that the costs given by the heuristic tree search are only slightly higher than the costs given by
the full tree searching�

After testing many functions of a high number of inputs on the heuristic tree searching 	with number
of inputs varying from �� to ���� it was found that the speed of �nding the results is no longer a problem�
Since there are no results comparison with the full tree searching for functions of many inputs� it is
di�cult to evaluate exactly how close are the results provided by the heuristic tree searching to the exact
minimum results� We have� however� reasons to believe that the results of the heuristic tree searching
are good� because it includes many partial full tree searches�

� Conclusion�
A practical program with exact and quasi�minimum options for the minimization of PRM Trees to be

realized in cellular�logic FPGAs has been introduced� It is included in a comprehensive design automation
system for the CLI ���� series� that includes special state�machine and physical design programs as
well� REMIT gives good results on completely speci�ed functions� Contrary to most papers from the
literature� the algorithm uses cubes� not minterms ���� ��� ���� Other programs of the system generalize
this approach to GRM Trees for incompletely speci�ed multi�output functions ����� and to Kronecker
Trees ��� ��� ��� 	which use also multiplexer cells of CLI������ Similarly as the Shannon expansion is
a base of the Binary Decision Diagrams 	BDDs�� which are a very e�cient representation for Boolean
functions manipulation� the Davio Expansions are the base of our new EXOR Decision Diagrams which
exhibit similar properties to BDDs� but re�ect the AND
EXOR structure of CLI physical resources� This
will be published elsewhere�

The methods shown here open a wide area of interesting and new applications� especially to cellular
FPGAs� in which high regularity of connections is more important than the number of logic blocks
� a requirement gives priority to structures such as trees� DAGs� and levelized decompositions with
EXOR pre� and post� processors� While for other FPGAs the logic synthesis and the physical design
stages are performed separately� for CLi ���� we advocate a new design approach� which we propose
to call geometrical logic synthesis� This approach combines the stages of logic synthesis and rough
routing
placement into a single� comprehensive� and cellular�medium�related� stage�
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